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Issue 10

Library Link: Hybrid Workplace is a weekly compilation of news, advice and best practices for
working in a hybrid environment. This week's articles focus around Advice for Managers, Culture
Change, Hybrid Workplace Efficiency and Hybrid Workplace Technology.
We hope this issue serves as a reliable resource to help you in your work. Email us at
Library@IMF.org to share your feedback or get help with any links. For an optimal reading
experience, please use Chrome or Edge to open the articles.
Subscribe to receive future newsletters. Unsubscribe here.

Advice for Managers
Keys to Leading Teams with a Hybrid Work Model (Entrepreneur on MSN.com, Nov 29, 2021)
There are challenges for leaders and of course for entrepreneurs; these leadership challenges invite us to ask
ourselves, are we prepared to guide employees in the office and at a distance at the same time?

Return-to-Work and Remote Work Toolkits for 2022 (MIT Sloan School, Nov 16, 2021)
We learned a lot about managing hybrid and remote workforces this year. Here are practical steps and advice for the
year ahead.

Culture Change
Network One Hour per Week, and Your Future Self Will Thank You (The Baltimore Sun, Nov 28, 2021)
How do we build and maintain connections with colleagues who we may rarely see in person? How can we maintain
relationships when we are not in the office? How can we mix the physical and virtual water coolers? (Requires a
Factiva login, access instructions)

Just Fixing the Proportion of People Working in the Office and Remotely Does Not Solve the Problem
(Forbes, Nov 25, 2021)
A practical guide to building sustainable hybrid cultures. (Requires a Factiva login, access instructions)

Hybrid Workplace Efficiency
Training for a Hybrid Workplace? (Training, Nov 2021)
How skilled and prepared are you and your co-workers for the "new normal" hybrid workplace?

Working from Office vs Working from Home: Which is More Productive? (Financial Express Online, Nov 25,
2021)
Companies are analyzing the benefits and drawbacks of getting staff back to work now that the market has begun to
rebound. (Requires a Factiva login, access instructions)

Hybrid Workplace Technology
Will a 'Hybrid' Model Work for Your Organization? This Technology Can Tell You (World Economic
Forum, Nov 24, 2021)
A data-driven approach to designing the future hybrid workplace could address the uncertainties and make some
difficult decisions much more straightforward.

Metaverse: The World of Tomorrow or a Dystopia Waiting to Happen? (The Independent, Nov 28, 2021)
As Mark Zuckerberg announces his newly branded company is on a mission to create a 3D virtual reality for us to
live in, Steve Boggan asks what it might look like and if it could be the end of the real world as we know it. (Requires
a Factiva login, access instructions)
Missed an issue? Find past Hybrid Workplace newsletters here
Have a topic in mind? Tell us at Library@IMF.org
Visit us at http://library
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